
Rusland Reading Group - Books for 2010-2011 Season 
 

 
The group meets on the 3rd Thursday of each month (apart from August and December) at 08:00 

p.m.. 

 

 
Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Sept 9th Helen Adams, Windy 

Hall ?? 

- A Taste of Sorrow 

- Wuthering Heights 

Jude Morgan 

Emily Bronte 

A Taste of Sorrow 

All biography is a form of "making alive again"; so is biographical fiction, a form Jude Morgan 
has made his own. His 2004 novel Passion recreated the women entangled with Shelley, Byron 
and Keats. The Brontë story is, if anything, more familiar. Since Charlotte's death in 1855, 

generations of powerful writers from Elizabeth Gaskell to Daphne du Maurier, Juliet Barker and 
Lyndall Gordon have rewritten the Brontës' narrative of early loss, child prodigy, group 

creativity, feminist aspiration, romantic passion, great writing and early death.  

The Taste of Sorrow enters into dialogue with many voices. Morgan chooses a discreetly quiet, 

understated and subtle style, pensive rather than passionate, shifting seamlessly among a 
varied cast of characters. Making a tactful choice of manner and sombre tenor, sifting his 
research scrupulously, he holds his nerve and reason where many a Brontë biographer fails. The 

novel represents first and foremost an attentive, sympathetic and fair-handed reading of the 
Brontë lives. His style is perfectly suited to characterising Anne; rises memorably to the 

conflicted Charlotte; makes only the most tenuous feint at representing the guarded inner world 

of Emily; has a fair shot at the impossible Branwell.  The Guardian 

 

 

 
Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Oct 21st Jean Crabtree A Farewell to Arms Ernest Hemingway 

 

 

 

 
Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Nov 18th Liz Cringle, Low Dale 
Park 

The Story of Lucy 
Gault 

William Trevor 

 

 

 

 
Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Jan 20th Sally Pike, Crosslands 
 

England's Mistress: 
The Infamous Life of 

Emma Hamilton 

Kate Williams 

 

 

 



 
Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Feb 17th Carol Driver, Windy 
Hall 

Suite Francaise Irene Nemirovsky 

 
 

 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Mar 17th Jan Benefield, High 
Dale Park 

La Lacuna Barbara Kingsolver 

 

 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Apr 21st Carol McNeill The Road plus Film Cormac McCarthy 

 

Jacob's Join - 7.00? 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

May 19th Helen Pierce, Canal 
Foot 

The Island Victoria Hislop 

 

 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

June 16th Jean Crabtree, Force 
Mills 

The Gate at the Stairs Lorrie Moore 

 

 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

July 21st Helen Adams, Light La Bete Humaine Emile Zola 



 

Hall 

 

Meeting Date Where Book Author 

Sept 15th Mandy Lane, Lilac 

Cottage, Oxen Park 

The Balkan Trilogy Olivia Manning 

 
Olivia Manning felt that her literary worth had never been recognized, and with good reason. If one were to 
evaluate her work on the strength of the Balkan and Levant trilogies alone, she would stand head and 
shoulders above most writers of her generation. In an uncomplicated yet beautiful writing style, she tells the 
stories of individuals caught up in war, their lives suspended in Romania, Greece, and Cairo. The shadow of 
the Nazi threat hangs over everything they do and plan. Her main characters are as great as anything in 
Dickens or in much other literature. Guy Pritchard, a man loved by everyone, who cares deeply about his 
fellow human beings, is a disaster as a husband, and one of the most memorable (and irritating) characters in 
modern fiction. His wife Harriet carries the moral weight of the tale. In the first trilogy, the impoverished Count 
Yakimov (brilliantly played by Ronald Pickup in the otherwise appalling BBC adaptation) is outrageous and 
unforgettable. A host of other characters come in and out, creating a magnificent tapestry in a fiction you will 
want to return to often as the years go by. 

 



Rusland Valley Reading Group:   Other Suggested books: 
 

 

 
Book Author 

Brooklyn Colm Toibin 

Possession A.S. Byatt 

44 Scotland Street Alexander McCall-

Smith 

The Other Hand  Chris Cleave 

Ordinary Thunderstorms William Boyd 

The Leopard Giuseppe Tomasi Di 
Lampedusa and 
Archibald Colquhoun 

A Burnt Out Case/The 

Comedians/The Honorary Consul 

Graham Greene 

The Help Kathryn Stockett 

 
'Adventure' Books: 
 

Mountains of the Mind Robert Macfarlane 

The Lonely Sea and the Sky Francis Chichester 

Mood of Future Joys: Around the 

World by Bike -  

Alastair Humphries 

To the End of the Earth: The Race to 
Solve Polar Exploration's Greatest 

Mystery -  

Tom Avery 

The White Spider Heinrich Harrer 

Seven Years in Tibet Heinrich Harrer 

Travels with My Donkey Robert Louis 
Stevenson 

 



Mood of Future Joys: Around the World by Bike - Alastair Humphries 

Alastair Humphreys' round the world journey of 46,000 miles  
was an old-fashioned adventure: long, lonely, low-budget and spontaneous.  

Cycling across five continents and sailing over the oceans, his ride took  
four years to complete, on a tiny budget of hoarded student loans.  

Moods of Future Joys is the story of the first remarkable stage of the  
expedition. Just two weeks into the ride the September 11th attacks changed  

everything. All Humphreys' plans went out the window and, instead of riding  
towards Australia, he suddenly found himself pedaling through the Middle  

East and Africa and on towards Cape Town. But his journey did not end  
there. In fact, this was only the beginning...  

Moods of Future Joys recounts an epic journey that succeeded through  

Humphreys' trust in the kindness of strangers, at a time where the  
interactions of our global community are more confused and troubled than  

ever.  

To the End of the Earth: The Race to Solve Polar Exploration's Greatest Mystery - Tom 
Avery 

This is the gripping true story of how Briton Tom Avery led three men, one woman and sixteen dogs to 

the North Pole in just under thirty-seven days, in doing so breaking the world record and solving the 
greatest mystery of polar exploration. The electrifying true story of a race against time to solve the 

greatest mystery of polar exploration. Facing some of the most hostile terrain on the planet, how did 
Arctic pioneer Robert Peary travel 413km in just 37 days to reach the North Pole with only dogs and 

wooden sleds as his transportation? 100 years later, British explorer Tom Avery and his team set 
themselves against the elements to recreate Peary's journey, risking their lives to break the record and 

rewrite history. 
 

Three Cups of Tea - Greg Mortenson and David Renin 

'Here we drink three cups of tea to do business; the first you are a stranger, the second you become a 

friend, and the third, you join our family, and for our family we are prepared to do anything - even die' 

- Haji Ali, Korphe Village Chief, Karakoram mountains, Pakistan. In 1993, after a terrifying and 

disastrous attempt to climb K2, a mountaineer called Greg Mortenson drifted, cold and dehydrated, into 

an impoverished Pakistan village in the Karakoram Mountains. Moved by the inhabitants' kindness, he 

promised to return and build a school. "Three Cups of Tea" is the story of that promise and its 

extraordinary outcome. Over the next decade Mortenson built not just one but fifty-five schools - 

especially for girls - in remote villages across the forbidding and breathtaking landscape of Pakistan 

and Afghanistan, just as the Taliban rose to power. His story is at once a riveting adventure and a 

testament to the power of the humanitarian spirit. 


